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WIDE HYSTERESIS SHAPE MEMORY ALLOYS
BASED ON nlE Ni-Ti·Nb SYSTEM
K. N. MELTON, J. L PROFT ANDT. W. DUERIG
Raychtm Corporalion ,300 Constilution Drh'e. Menlo Park. California, 9402S. USA
INTRODUcnON
The firsl major commercial application of shape memory alloys (SMA's) was 10
couple aircraft hydraulic tubing[I ). A Ni-Ti based alloy was used, and the couplings were
expanded and stored in liquid nitrogen. This was necessary 10 enSure Ihal Ihe coupling,
once installed, remained in Ihe aunenitic phase Ihroughoul service, even down to Ihe
lowesl operating tempennure of -S5"C.
By util ising the manensitic instabilily of Cu· based SMA's, a method of expanding
Iheir hysteresis was developed 121, which allowed defonned pans 10 be Stored al ambient
temperatures and installed by heati ng. This process was not applicable to Ni-n·based
IIlIoys, which although offering higher recovery forccs and strains, do not show a similar
instabili ty.

In this paper, the effect ofNb additions to Ni-Ti are reponed. and it is shown that very
wide hys teresis alloys can be produced. The wide hysteresis and its possible application
have already been described[3], the present work discusses for the first time the memllurgy
of the system..

EXPERIMENTAL
Alloys were melted by electron beam. The resulting ingOtS were swaged and rolled al
850"C to strip, samples cut, dcscaled and vacuum annealed for 30 minus 1.1 850"C.
Tr3nsfonn~ l ion fe mperamres were measured by heating the specimen fO around 15O"C!O
ensure if is fully auste nitic and then cooling and sub$equenlly re-healing under a COnsllll1
103d while moni loring its lenglh change. A plOt of length V$ . lemperature gives Ihe
hysleresis, shown schematically in Fig. t , together with the detennin3tions of Ms •. Mr. As.
and Af. MSO and ASO can be defined as. Ihe temperatures at which 50% of the strain
change h3S occurred on cooli ng and on healing resptCli vely. the difference ASO-MSO
providi ng a convenient measure of hysteresis width.
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Fig. I Tr.1nsformation lemperarun: measuremenl by thermal cycling undcrconstanl load
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RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows the MSO and ASO temperatures of a 44Ti 47Ni 9Nb alloy (all
compositions are in at. %) as a function of stress. A linear dependence is found, and
extrapolating to zero load it can be seen that ASO-MSO is 60°C. Also shown on the graph
are data for a SO at. % Ni binary alloy, with a zero load ASo-MSO of 3SoC, a significantly
narrower hysteresis than for the Ni-Ti-Nb alloy.
Examination of Fig. 2 also shows that the hysteresis width of both alloys increases
with increasing load, but the increase is much greater for the Nb containing alloy. At 28S
MFa the value of Aso-MSO has increased to lI6· C.
It was suggested [4] that there is a dependence of the hysteresis width on the yield
stress at Ms, since both can be related to a friction StreSS to move the austenite/martensite
interface. Fig. 3 shows data plotted for a range of Ni-Ti based alloys, including -Fe, -V,
-Cu and -Nb ternaries. The general trend is apparent but a Jarge scaner is obtained It can
be seen that the 44 Ti 47 Ni 9 Nb alloy is at the top end of the hysteresis range and falls
outside the scatter band of data points. This might imply a different mechanism controlling
the hYSteresis. However in view of the variation shown this may nO! be significant.
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TEMPERATURE C
Fig. 2 ASO and MSO, as a function of stress
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Fig. 3 Hysteresis Width vs. Yield Srrenglh at Ms for Ni-Ti based alloys. The data poim
outside the scalter band is 44 Ti 47N 9Nb.
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One of the features of this mechanical method of measuring transformation
temperatures, is that the amount of strain occurring during cooling through the
transformation also increases with stress. A series of specimens were therefore
isothennally defonued in the manensitic phase to different total strains, and the recovery
temperatures (As) measured. The results for the 44 Ti 41 Ni 9 Nb alloy, Fig. 4 shows that
As increases with deformation strain, however at larger strains the curve flattens, i.e., the
maximum achievable recovery temperature saturates at around 16% total strain. It is
interesting to note from Fig. 4 that the defonuation strains needed to maximize As are
higher than those nonnally used in Ni-Ti alloys. Nevertheless, the re<:overy strains remain
usefully high, Fig. 5.
A specimen was defonned to 3% total srrain above Md, i.e., in the fully austenitic
condition, and the hysteresis width subsequently measured. No increase was found
compared with an underforrned sample. This demonstrates that the plastic defonnation
needed to widen the hysteresis mUSt occur in the martensitic phase.
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Fig. 4 Recovery temperature As as a function of defonnation strain
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Fig. S Recovery Strain as a function of Deformation Strain
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The process which utilUes the manensitic instability of copper based SMA's results in
the hyste:esis being expllllded for the first he3dng cycle only [2]. It is therefore interesting
to compan: tint and secord cycle As of this Ni-Ti-Nb alloy after 3. large initial defonnacioa
in the manensite, Fig. 6 . After the initial deformation, all sub~uent testing was done
with no applied load. However on cooling back intO the manensitic phase, the internal
s~ss resulting from the original 13% deformation not being fully heat recovered, leads to a
two-way effect {5J. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the second (and in fact all subsequent
cycles) As value is significanrly lower than that measured during the fim cycle. The effect
of the over-deformation is thus to incn:ase As for the first head.nr cycle. after which it
revens to its original value. ~ and Mf are Wlaffected by the over-deformation.
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TEMPERATURE C
Fig. 6 Srrain of a specimen after deforming and unloading, lllCuured on the fint and
second beating cycles

Optical metallography of the as-cast 44 Ti 47 Ni 9 Nb alloy revealed (Fig. 7a) that the
I!licrosttuctwe consistS of primary dendrites of the IS-phase sum)unded by a eutCCQc·lilce
struCM'C containing panicles of a Nb-rich plla.se shown by EDAX to be euencially pure Nb
with SlIIall amounts of Ni and Ti in solution. After hOI wOrking. the banded structure
shown in Fig. 7b is produced. indicating that all phases present are duc:dle.
orSCUSSION
It is clear that ovcrdeformacion widens the hystereSis of Ni·Ti alloys. and that the
effect is particularly pronounced in Nb conClining materials. From I mechanistic point or
view, twO questions then arise:
I) what is ~sponsible for the widening in binary Ni-li and
2) what is special aoom Nb alloys?

One distinctive microstructural feature of Nt-Ti-Nb is the presence of deformable Nb
panicles. It therefore seems logical that it is their presence which glves these alloys the
readily expandable hysteresis. As the composite struCture of martenSite and Nb panicles is
saained. the cnanensite deforms with a significanl revemble twi nning component, while
the Nb particles deform plastically. In order for the martensite 10 reversibl y Il'atlsfonn back
to austenite. any lattice TOlation associated with the deformation of the panicles a1so has to
be reversed. It is proposed that the enet'g)' requited to restore these panicles IOwards their
original shape as the manensite cies 10 ["Cven resull5 in a supemrur.lcion effect and leads 10
higher As ICtllperarures. Cle3rly the gr'C3tet the total stl"3.in. the more sll"3in. is partitioned 10
the Nb panicles and the higher is the resulting As.
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With respect to the widening of the hysteresis in binary (or non-panicle containing)
alloys, tile situation is less clear, A fX?ssible explanation is that plastic deformation in the
manensite results in dis locations which jog th e coherent twin planes and result in a friction
force which has to be overcome on reversion, In both of these cases, if the defonnation is
do ne in the austenite, then the dislocations have only an elastic effect and the martensite
plates nucleate around them, possibl y incorporating th em into the incoherent in terfaces and
leading to a negligable friction effec!. The dislocations introduced in the austenitic phase
Willlhus, with their local strain field, help select those variants of martensite which nucleate
but not signifK:antly influence the hysteresis width.
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Fig. 7 Microstructure of a 44 Ti 47Ni 9N b alloy in
a) the as-cast condition and
b) after hot workin g at 850' C
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CONCLUSION
It has been shown that Ni-Ti -Nb alloys can have a very wide transfonnation
hysteresis, and that this is associated with the presence of soft defonnable panicles of
niobium. These new alloys have great potential as mechanical components to join, fasten
and seal.
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